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Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG. The game is produced
by Red Lotus Games, a small indie game development
studio based in Japan. The game features exhilarating
online battles that fully engage you through your unique
combination of weapons, skills, magic, and bravery. The
game's main feature is the seamless use of an online play
element which loosely connects players around the world.
The online elements also contain an asynchronous story
that allows players to feel the presence of other players.
Players can grow powerful by linking to the NPCs of other
players. Additionally, they can also learn the secrets of the
game's various locations and receive information about
other players in online events. Users can also use the online
element to connect with other players and take part in
online events, such as existing quests, as well as quests
that are exclusively created by Red Lotus Games. GOOD
NEWS! Red Lotus Games is glad to announce that Elden
Ring will launch its Open Beta on August 28, 2018 (5PM
KST). We are looking forward to hearing your feedback!
Thank you. The Official Elden Ring Website: Facebook:
Twitter: GAMING VISUALS ELEMENTS • Equipment System
The Equipment System allows you to customize your
character. By combining various weapon, armor, and magic,
you will be able to form a unique character. • Changing the
Settings by Yourself You can freely change the settings of
your equipment. • Use various Actions to Change a
Character's Setting By pressing the [key] or [button] a
player can change his equipment settings. WEAPONS • A
Variety of Combos A variety of weapons with different
combos and effects are available. • Introduce Your Self as a
Legendary Hero Legendary heroes with overpowered
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weaponry are prepared, let's gather around and let's go!
ARMOR • Armor Ranks By equipping armor, you can raise
your damage and defense ratings. • From a Tank, a
Support, and a Melee Attacker Players can freely change
their armor's rank. EXPLOITS MAKING AN EXPLOIT •
Hunting! By using the Spotting Eye you can find and attack
monsters that are hiding in the world. • Tap Summon

Features Key:
Vast World - With open fields and massive dungeon caves, the Lands Between is a vast world. You
can freely wander and explore as you wish. You don't need to worry about getting lost.

Fields and Dungeons
Organized by Story Mode and Dungeon Mode
3-D Graphics and Augmented Reality
Explore using the Hand Touching Vision and a Description where Gameplay Information is
included.

Increased Muscle Strength - With higher strength, your character and your abilities more accurately
convey your strength. You will be able to carry massive weapons and battle with enemies that you
could not before.
Customizable Equipment - By equipping and combining weapons, armor, and magic, you can
develop your character into whatever you desire. Become stronger, have faster movement, have the
ability to fly, have light appear to give you vision when there is no light, and every decision you
make will affect your character.
Flexible Magic - Define the protection level of an area, and use this as a base to develop your
offensive, defensive, and healing spells. Magic spells have an effect slightly different from one
category to the next, so they will feel smooth and easy to use.

Will absolutely be able to enjoy the pleasure of creating your own magic
Add, edit, delete, and add as many magic as you like. Magic Effects can be edited in
length.
Add, edit, delete, and add as many types of magic as you like. Unlimited combined
magic.

Online Multiplayer Map List:

Community Map Setup for Tarnished and other Filters:

Would like to add your own map for download - -
Create your own map by moving the number of operations or configuration files, for example.
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